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Strategies 1 Definition

Overview
2 Definition

▷ a (monetary policy) strategy (con-
cept, framework) describes how and
by which means the final target(s)
should/could be attained

▷ communication and transparency can
be elements of the strategy

▷ overview

instruments

intermediate targets
or indicators

final targets
+

communication/transparency

2 Possible cases

▷ identified cases
▷ full discretion
▷ monetary targeting
▷ inflation targeting
▷ fixed exchange rate system

▷ hybrid and non-classified cases

▷ de jure vs. de facto cases

2 Why a strategy?

▷ framework for explaining monetary
policy decisions and stabilizing private
sector expectations

▷ framework for understanding and an-
ticipating the response pattern of pol-
icy to economic developments
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Strategies 1 Definition

pollution reduction

carbon emission reduction
indirect link to instruments

number of cars
direct link to instruments

issue of certificates (e.g. 1 certificate = 1 car)

final target

intermediate target/indicator

operating target

instrument

=
clean
air

strategy

Figure 1: environmental economics
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Strategies 1 Definition

price stability, unemployment, ...

inflation forecast, large
monetary aggregates, ...

SR interest rate, bank reserves,
exchange rate, ...

repo, swap, forex interventions, ...

final target

intermediate target/indicator

operating target

instrument

=
monetary
policy
strategy

Figure 2: monetary policy strategy
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Strategies 2 Exchange rate regimes

Definition
2 Floating exchange rate

▷ the value of a country’s currency can
vary freely

2 Fixed exchange rate

▷ policy actions carried out to maintain
a fixed value for the currency

2 Impossible trinity

▷ monetary policy has three facets
▷ independent monetary policy
▷ fixed foreign exchange rate
▷ free capital movements

▷ two facets at most can be fulfilled
simultaneously

2 The law of excluded middle

▷ intermediate exchange rate regimes
(e.g. a target zone or an adjustable
peg) do not tend to be optimal in the
long run and therefore usually repre-
sent temporary solutions

▷ maintaining intermediate exchange
rate regimes involves higher political
and institutional costs, making the
regimes less convincing for economic
agents that they will be kept up in
the long run

▷ therefore, countries tend to choose
one of the two extremes, either a
totally flexible or a totally fixed ex-
change rate regime
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Strategies 2 Exchange rate regimes

Table 1: exchange rate regimes according to fixity levels

regime characteristics

pure float no intervention in the evolution of the currency

managed float no targeting of a specific rate but intervention in its evolution

target zone the exchange rate is allowed to fluctuate but only between specific bands

peg the currency is pegged to a foreign currency

basket peg the currency is pegged to a basket of foreign currencies

crawling peg a fixed exchange rate is announced, but is allowed to change over time

adjustable peg a fixed exchange rate is announced, but is periodically re-evaluated

truly fixed commitment to a specific value without any tolerance band

currency board CB only issues as much of domestic currency, as it has holdings of a foreign currency, to a fixed rate

dollarization a country adopts another country’s currency (eliminating its CB)

single currency several countries adopt a single, common currency (replacing all former currencies)

Source: own representation.
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Strategies 2 Exchange rate regimes

Advantages and comparison
2 Floating regime

▷ independent monetary policy

▷ avoiding speculative attacks

▷ automatic adjustment to trade shocks
▷ e.g. terms of trade deterioration
▷ fixed: firms reduce costs, cut prices
▷ floating: devalue the currency

2 Fixed regime

▷ providing a nominal anchor

▷ reducing transactions costs, encour-
aging trade and investment

▷ avoiding speculative bubbles and re-
ducing risk premia

2 Fixed regime makes sense if...

▷ non-ability to properly control infla-
tion

▷ high trade levels and similar macroe-
conomic shocks with the country
whose exchange rate is targeted

▷ low involvement in global capital mar-
kets, so that there is no risk of sudden
stops

▷ flexible labor markets and flexible and
robust fiscal sphere to absorb asym-
metric shocks

▷ high levels of foreign exchange re-
serves to intervene if necessary and
credibly maintain the peg
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Strategies 3 Inflation targeting

Definition
2 Essential elements

i. price stability explicitly recognized as
the main goal of monetary policy

ii. public announcement of a quantita-
tive target for inflation

iii. monetary policy is based on a wide set
of information, including an inflation
forecast

iv. transparency

v. accountability mechanisms

2 Comments

▷ definition can vary in the literature

▷ inflation targeting is a framework
rather than a rigid set of rules for
monetary policy

▷ inflation targeting combines elements
of both ‘rules’ and ‘discretion’ in mon-
etary policy, and is characterized as
‘constrained discretion’

▷ the inflation target provides a rule-like
framework on which the private sector
can anchor its inflation expectations;
within this framework, the CB has
discretion in reacting to shocks
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Strategies 3 Inflation targeting

7
RESERVE BANK OF NEW ZEALAND / BULLETIN, VOL. 80, NO. 8, AUGUST 2017

Table 2
Inflation target measures adopted in formal and informal inflation-targeting frameworks 
CPI = consumer price index*, HICP = harmonised index of consumer prices, PCE = personal consumption expenditures, pp = percentage point.

Target range (%)

Tolerance band

Target definition

Time to target

Point Range 12 monthly CPI
Fo

rm
al

 fr
am

eo
w

rk
s

Reserve Bank of New Zealand 2 1-3 CPI ‘medium term’

Bank of England 2 1 pp ü CPI ‘should set out..the horizon’

Norges Bank 2.5 ü CPI ‘over time’

Bank of Canada 2 1-3% ü CPI ‘over time/medium term’

Reserve Bank of Australia 2-3 CPI ‘over time/medium term’

In
fo

rm
al

 fr
am

ew
or

ks

Riksbank 2 ü CPI ‘two-years’

European Central Bank <2 ü HICP ‘medium term’

Swiss National Bank <2 ü CPI ‘medium term’

US Federal Reserve 2 ü PCE ‘medium term’

Bank of Japan 2 ü CPI
‘medium to long-term’ and 

‘earliest time possible’

* The measurement of CPI inflation is country specific. 
Figure 3: examples of inflation targets (not actual, and with some errors);

Source: Wadsworth (2017)
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Strategies 4 A brief history

1960s
2 Regimes

▷ fixed exchange rate regimes dominate

▷ main motivations
▷ avoid currency fluctuations
▷ prevent unilateral devaluations fu-
eling inflation

2 Research streams

▷ Phillips curve (PC) discovered
▷ empirical (non microfounded) rela-
tionship between output and infla-
tion

▷ short-run trade-offs between output
and inflation to exploit

▷ Monetarists
▷ no long-run trade-offs, the long-
rune PC is vertical

▷ the economy gravitates to some
natural unemployment rate no mat-
ter what the inflation rate is

▷ therefore, control inflation by pur-
suing steady money supply growth
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Strategies 4 A brief history

Central banking
2 1970s

▷ collaps of the fixed exchange rate sys-
tem

▷ rational expectations revolution
▷ anticipated monetary policy has no
impact on decision, because already
factored in

▷ only unanticipated monetary policy
matters

▷ clear why there could be no long-
run trade-offs

2 1970s

▷ recognition of high inflation costs and
the benefit of price stability

▷ role of a nominal anchor to promote
low and stable inflation expectations
is stressed

▷ the elements lead to the advent of
monetary targeting
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Strategies 4 A brief history

Central banking
2 1980s

▷ advantages of monetary targeting are
theoretically confirmed
▷ ‘natural’ nominal anchor
▷ based on quantitative theory

▷ empirical failure
▷ monetary targeting was not pursued
seriously (e.g. multiple aggregates
were targeted)

▷ unstable link between money supply
and inflation

▷ instability of money demand (e.g.
due to financial innovations)

▷ high volatility of interest rates

▷ positive exceptions
▷ Germany
▷ Switzerland

2 1990s and 2000s

▷ search for a better nominal anchor
▷ policymakers are unable to consis-
tently follow an optimal plan over
time (time-inconsistency problem)

▷ independence help to insulate CB
from the myopia of political pro-
cesses

▷ inflation as a strong nominal anchor

▷ these elements lead to the advent of
inflation targeting
▷ institutional commitment to price
stability as the primary long-run
goal of monetary policy

▷ commitment to achieving an infla-
tion rate target
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Strategies 5 Guiding principles

Mishkin, 2000 and 2011
2 Guiding principles

i price stability should be set as a goal

ii fiscal policy should be aligned with
monetary policy

iii time inconsistency is a serious prob-
lem and thus should be avoided

iv monetary policy should be forward
looking

v policymakers should be accountable

vi monetary policy should be concerned
with output as well as price fluctua-
tions

vii policymakers should know that the
most economic downturn are associ-
ated with financial instability

2 Basic principles

i inflation is always and everywhere a
monetary phenomenon

ii price stability has important benefits

iii there is no long-run trade off between
unemployment and inflation

iv expectations play a crucial role in the
macroeconomy

v the Taylor principle is necessary for
price stability
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Strategies 5 Guiding principles

Mishkin, 2011
2 Basic principles (cont.)

vi the time-inconsistency problem is rel-
evant to monetary policy

vii CB independence improves macroe-
conomic performance

viii credible commitment to a nominal an-
chor promotes both price and output
stability

ix financial frictions play an important
role in the business cycle

2 Lessons from the crisis

▷ developments in the financial sector
have a far greater impact on economic
activity than earlier realized

▷ the macroeconomy is highly nonlinear

▷ the zero lower bound (ZLB) is more
problematic than we realized

▷ the cost of cleaning up after financial
crisis is very high

▷ price and output stability do not en-
sure financial stability
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Strategies 6 Exercises

Pros and cons of guiding principles

2 Exercise 1

▷ stress the foundations and shortcomings of the Mishkin (2000) guiding principles

Table 2: exercise 1

principles foundations shortcomings

i price stability should be set as a goal

ii fiscal policy should be aligned with monetary
policy

iii time inconsistency is a serious problem and
thus should be avoided

iv monetary policy should be forward looking

v policymakers should be accountable

vi monetary policy should be concerned with out-
put as well as price fluctuations

vii policymakers should know that the most eco-
nomic downturn are associated with financial
instability
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Strategies 6 Exercises

Pros and cons of basic principles

2 Exercise 2

▷ stress the foundations and shortcomings of the Mishkin (2011) basic principles

Table 3: exercise 2

principles foundations shortcomings

i inflation is always and everywhere a monetary
phenomenon

ii price stability has important benefits

iii there is no long-run trade off between unemploy-
ment and inflation

iv expectations play a crucial role in the macroe-
conomy

v the Taylor principle is necessary for price stability

vi the time-inconsistency problem is relevant to
monetary policy

vii CB independence improves macroeconomic per-
formance

viii credible commitment to a nominal anchor pro-
motes both price and output stability

ix financial frictions play an important role in the
business cycle
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Strategies 6 Exercises

Are central banks following the principles?

2 Exercise 3

▷ check how different CB fulfill the Mishkin (2000) guiding principles

Table 4: exercise 3

principles SNB ECB FED BOE

i,ii,vi price stability

iii nominal anchor

iii goal independence

iii instrument independence

v accountability

iv communication

vii financial stability
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